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Abstract 
Parents need knowledge how to deal with many challenges of new living conditions which are concerned of their children. 
Schools has an obligation to support pupils about their development and learning. Schools and parents has common interest. But 
we, as a country miss any kind of organizational support for parents. We are aware that there are a lot of good practices in other 
countries. We have institutions for teacher education, but we are aware that something is missing, not in theoretical area, but in a 
practical one. We need action plan, we need examples from countries which have practical experience on this matter. 
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I. Initial Conditions 
The present condition on the plan of the education in relation with this question in Republic of Macedonia is very 
bad. This can be certified with fully responsibility when we speak about all the aspects of parents’ education. If we 
know that the parents have a huge field of function practice to their children it becomes immediately clear how big 
is their responsibility in creating a young person – future active member of the social and family life. Maybe it looks 
a little bit strange to someone, but if you know the environment, the way of living and the mentality of social living 
in Republic of Macedonia, it doesn’t surprise, at all, the fact that we count on the huge family influence. Our 
colleges from the last year meeting of ETEN were surprise when they heard about  the fact that the biggest part of 
them still live with their parents and probably will continue to live with them even after they’re going to form their 
own family. The spacious and time closeness between the generations contributes the family to have a big role in the 
person forming.  
But how much the society, with its relevant institutions, gives to the parents support in order to make it in a better 
way? In our country you almost aren’t going to come across to any institution, which is competent for a work of this 
kind. So, the generations parents past, present and future are alone- everyone to make its parent role on way that the 
parent thinks is right according to its believes, knowledge, skills, prejudices. They don’t use scientific 
acknowledgments and recommendations, mainly because they’re going to know how to come to them, or because 
haven’t thought about such an opportunity, or the worst: “I know what’s the best for my child and how to reach it.” 
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Without any extreme purpose of getting involve in the children’s educating and up-bringing in the family, the 
conditions that are already made show something else – the society has to create an appropriate support, and it’ll 
help to everyone who feels need from educational package to get in contact with it. Also it stays open the 
opportunity of requiring of that educational package by those who will win at the end their own prejudges with a 
positive approach and will admit that they really need support for something. 
The parents need support during their parents’ role in the family, when the child still hasn’t get into the formal 
system of education. Getting in touch with the beginnings of getting knowledge, skills of every kind, capabilities, 
prejudices, attitudes, forming of the person’s character, emotional balance, socialization, behavior as many other 
things that the person has are to difficult so we could leave the parents alone by themselves. Without any intention 
of accusing them of being unsuccessful, we should admit that the ambivalent challenges are very popular nowadays 
which put the parents into an more insignificant condition. The situation becomes more complicated when the 
children will start to go in school or in educational institutions. Then they get in touch with an other powerful 
institution – the school and powerful authority – the teacher. The circle of their child’s success is now divided on 
two parts. How will the child progress and what kind of support is it going to get depends on the communication 
between those two authorities. 
The question now becomes two dimensional – how much is the teacher capable to cooperate with the parents and 
to give them support from professional aspect because that’s what is expected from him. But how much is the parent 
prepared for cooperation and does he recognize the advantage from such cooperation and help. 
When we speak about the teachers, we unfortunately have to admit that they aren’t good enough trained for 
cooperation with parents and giving them help they need. This is important because in its function and the way he 
does his job it doesn’t see only the personal seal, but the organization of the society to produce quality teachers – 
pedagogues. Here, in these frames are directly involved institutions, which produce kadres for pre-school education 
and for all further systems of education. It means we come to the one of the key question how much they with their 
organization and curriculum treatment correspond on those requires.  
II. Why do we need change 
When we talk about the changes in the social responsibilities of the school and the family in front of all we think 
on their part in making able the man to face with the increased social problems (of course there are such from 
international character, but and such with specific background as a result from the specific social likeness in one 
region, state). In the meantime from them was asked an adequate support in view of the new admission in the 
upbringing and education of the young peoples that appears under influence of the new scientific knowledge. In this 
sense as a result from these efforts, what means, with help of the joking of the new admission in the education and 
the new challenges before the man in front of all these two institutions are standing and stand up before the 
responsible act - to make able the young people for resistance against the negative influences and rushing into 
extreme movements that leads to be demolished of the social tissue and the family as a basic cage, and everything in 
the name of some kind of pseudo-interpretations, extremely attitudes and point of views. Considering these 
searching the school is trying to find the most effective way of leading from that institution, to use the most effective 
methods, means, contents which will be in function to change the school climate; it is trying to direct the attention 
on realizing of the changes which command the new admission to the man - new acknowledgements about the 
multiple intellectuals about distributive intellectuals; it is tying to make able the men to use and call the own 
potentials for critical opinion to raise them on higher level the human communicative skills; it tries to prevent the 
deviant forms of behavior; it tries to find the best possible way for raising on the level of information at the students; 
it tries to drag the maximum in relation of the progress of specific skills and abilities, progress of various abilities... 
At the same time also the family divide a great part from these cares because is interested and direct offended, from 
the success or the failure that achieve their child, also it has own specific functions and problems that come from the 
special logic of the family life and under influence from outer factors.  
We will mention only one example, which certifies the great part from that what was brought as our establishing 
and refers to the new social responsibility in view of their role in the progress of the emotional intelligence of the 
young generations. Thanks to the closer and analytical searching's of the man's psychological life is developed the 
theory EI which conspirate an opinion, that means success in the life is more conditioned from the progress of the 
man's     EI and not on the cognitive theories, which only were directed to research the course and the possibilities 
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for progress of the man's opinion, at what wasn't taken care about the man 's emotions. If we take into consideration 
and the result from the researching that state, that the man spiritual impoverishment and alienation is in growing up 
exactly because of the fact, that the man emotional life "is made blunt" and turned to unspared competition fight for 
getting as much as higher sates in the society on which follows raising of the material status as the increase of 
aggression, violent, depressive and anxious conditions in which run the man before the society and the family stands 
a wall that they must overcome. Beside the instruction of the teachers that enables the school to stay representative 
of the society, which helps to certify the meaning of these important lessons about the whole life - advantage in 
comparison with the classic education. 
The widening programme asks beside the special educational plans to use the possibilities in the school and out from 
it, to help the students   to replace the moments of personal crisis with lessons from emotional literacy. The effect is 
the biggest when   the lessons from the school are connected with the family life. Many programs about the 
emotional literacy include special lessons for the parents who want to find out what do their children learn in the 
school, what isn't simply complementing of the school material, but also help for the parents, who have a wish 
immediate to take a part in the emotional life of their children. 
To be able with success to face with the constant ones, but also the new social responsibilities these two 
institutions are unavoidable directed on cooperation but not such from superficiality but from essential character. It 
understands that they in front of all must coordinate the own influence on the young people with owing keeping for 
the unique ways for influence above them, but also to restitute cooperation about the identity efforts and identity 
aims. This will be achieved, when the well-known situation will disappear: "the teachers get doubtful in relation to 
the parents, who seem that take over a role as "dogs-keeper" ("School of Hope" - Terry Wrigley).From here come 
out another new social responsibility of the school and the family - they to cooperate active re-establishing real 
relationships without barriers and dose of abstention. The carrying activities in this sense would be that ones, which 
refer to a solution of the situations, which mean a common social responsibility, such from which those two 
institutions have an equal opportunity and capacity to influence and to order the direction. 
We need changes on many levels and in many basic contents aspects of the tradition. The excuse of changes 
makes the change clear, and in this case it would mean positive acquisition for parents (present and future); for 
teachers (present and future); and at the end, but not on grade of importance for children. Of course, the sum from 
all of them makes the positive acquisition for society and its institutions especially educational system. Our society 
assumed the responsibility for integrating into European trends including also the educational, which means if we 
want to include European standards and style of working then we have to work on plane of reestablishment of 
educational net programs for the parents. For this purpose the initial activities and leadership should have the 
Faculty of Pedagogy that cares about the initial education of the teachers kadres assigned for pre-school period and 
period to 10 years. The Faculty of Pedagogy treats the family in the subject “Family Pedagogy” which is interested 
in the family and that what happens in it and for real training of teachers for working with parents can be talked 
fragmentary. It isn’t maintained any Methodic of working with parents, only theoretical in some subjects. Therefore 
came out the initiative for concrete practical steps.  
We could offer arguments about the need of changes not only in the curriculum structure but also in the way of 
functioning of these institutions. First of all, to go in school and see its new role - service of the commune. If the 
school has to become service of commune and respond of the society needs, then it has to open its doors for parents. 
The existing low basis about parents’ participation in the school work has to become reality. Not only for declarative 
intervenes but in the name for the good of the child. The parent has to cooperate with the teacher in function for 
positive development of its child. The cooperation relates on earnestly continuous communication between them. On 
this way the school has double obligation – to include contents that prepare constantly the future generations for the 
role of parent and at the same time the teachers to be educational service of the parents. All the researches made in 
world frames, treating the relation teacher – parent show that the mutual cooperation between them influences 
positively in the child’s success at school, solving many problems connected with aggression , violation, escaping 
from school, socialization. Part of the educational text should be offered in the frames of the institution – school, 
offering methodical strategies that will help the parent to work with its child out of the school and not only 
educational but on the plan of socialization too. Namely he should know the facts about the development, the way of 
motivating, getting self-confidence, solving conflicts, noticing of interests and capabilities, creating new ones, 
encouraging of the creative thinking, active listening, emotional intelligence, methods of discipline and many others. 
The school, on this way, will represent service of mutual social environment and will ensure higher affectivity.  
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What requires the need of changes on and in the faculties of pedagogy? The new active area that exists on the 
Faculty doesn’t represent at all an active subject on the field of modern offers that are required by the society. It has 
to come in sight as a subject that serves directly to the society and at the same time to ensure resources for its 
activities. The plot of the society would consist of starting the changes in the curriculum and organizational 
sphere.Including subjects or at least contents about training the teachers to work with parents, but also from the 
aspect of the school work in involving the future generations in the family life. The students will have an 
opportunity to enter in the importance of having knowledge, ableness and skills using them in the work with 
parents.Second important fact that promotes the Faculty as an educational center of parents and at the same time 
center for permanent teachers’ education would be the realization of the education of this kind. The future teachers 
will have the opportunity to work in this center as volunteers. On this way the core of educational institutions that 
give educational services for parents and teachers will strengths by itself. The center of the net that we need will, of 
course, be here.  
      III. How to reach a change 
First of all it is needed to be definite the need of change and then to create the team which will work on the 
implementation. It should include representatives from the Faculty of Pedagogy, schools, parents’ associations, non-
governmental organizations, foreign institutions which could offer quality educational package. From this team 
should come out the affirmation of making changes in the Faculties of Pedagogy and to build net of parents and 
teachers’ support. There are already pre-conditions about center of this kind in the Faculty of Pedagogy in Bitola. 
The affirmation has to contain believes, vision, mission, goals, actions. The foreign experiences on this plan will be 
good for us. Naturally we’re going to try to find our own weak and strong sides.  
Conclusion 
We recognize our needs, now we search for experiences reappeared by the practice. Because of our educational 
system, because of the educational system, because of our parents and teachers this is the way we have to go 
through.But first of all because of the good of our generations and their proper development.Because all of this it is 
our duty to help them. A school for parents and teachers as partner learners is the key of the success.  
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